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Performance review
•

•
•

The S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index returned
8.36% for June quarter, with Materials and Financials
the top performing sectors and Telecommunication
Services and Utilities the weakest performers for the
period.
The Ralton Australian Shares portfolio returned
7.06% for the quarter, underperforming the
benchmark by 1.31%.
For the June quarter, the portfolio’s overweight to
Consumer Discretionary and Information Technology
were the key detractors from portfolio returns. Being
underweight Financials and Industrials added relative
value to the portfolio.

Performance attribution
Key contributors
Key contributors
Aristocrat Leisure
BHP Billiton Ltd
Healthscope Ltd

Positioning
Overweight
Overweight
Overweight

Aristocrat Leisure (ALL, +28.43%) – reported a strong
1H18 result during the quarter, exceeding market
expectations, driving the stock higher. The result
confirmed our view that the core US slots business
continues to gain market share from indebted
competitors as the rollout of new product including
Dragon Link gains traction. More importantly, the result
showed a strong performance from ALL’s Digital business
with both Plarium and the more recently acquired Big
Fish growing strongly. The market has been hesitant to
ascribe full value to the digital assets to date. However,
strong performance and increased comfort around the
digital strategy should see further outperformance. We
expect ALL to continue to show strong growth in the
medium term. Pleasingly, ALL is not reliant on any single
growth driver as we see sustainable growth from its
core slot operations, expansion into adjacent markets,
continued momentum in its digital businesses as well as
a supportive US consumer backdrop. Valuation remains

attractive as outperformance to date has been driven by
strong EPS growth rather than PE expansion.
BHP Billiton Ltd (BHP, +20.21%) – was a positive
contributor to portfolio returns during the quarter,
supported by an 18% rally in the US dollar-denominated
WTI oil price. Output from the Western Australian Iron
Ore operations steadily improved over the quarter to
reach the top end of the company’s full year guidance.
BHP also committed to the US$3.4b South Flank iron
ore project (BHP’s share = US$2.9b) to replace depleting
output at Yandi, to increase the average Western
Australia iron ore grade from 61% to 62% and to improve
the overall proportion of higher priced lump ore from
25% to 35% of output. BHP is focused on value and
steadily improving its asset base and free cash flow by
lowering costs through the delivery of new efficiency and
productivity into its operations, adopting a disciplined
and focused approach to capital allocation, and through
the divestiture of non-core assets. The divestiture of
BHP’s US shale oil assets is expected to be announced by
calendar 2018 year-end, with potential to release more
than US$10b back to shareholders after completion. We
continue to believe that BHP is well positioned for the
current commodity price environment as it has long-life,
low cost, well-invested assets in low-risk jurisdictions with
attractive growth options. BHP is delivering strong reliable
cash flows that continue to strengthen and improve the
quality of its balance sheet.
Healthscope Ltd (HSO, +14.21%) – was added to the
portfolio in late 2017 following a significant fall in the
share price and a de-rate in its trading multiple. While
we have been cautious regarding the potential for
a deterioration in the outlook for the private health
insurance segment as affordability concerns impacted
health insurance participation, the share price fall
provided an opportunity for us to build a position below
book value with a reasonable margin of safety, factoring
a conservative view on top line growth and margin,
acknowledging the strategic value of the company’s
assets. During the quarter, HSO received a number of
bids. However, in late May HSO management released
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the outcome of a long-awaited portfolio review – a
downgrade to previously announced earnings guidance
and the decision to not progress with either of the
proposed bids. Trading above fair value with significant
industry uncertainty and poor operational execution, we
decided to exit the stock to crystallise strong gains.
Key detractors
Key detractors
iSelect Ltd
Boral Ltd
Star Entertainment Group
CSL Limited

Positioning
Overweight
Overweight
Overweight
Underweight

iSelect Ltd (ISU, -20.10%) – issued a disappointing trading
update during the quarter, which not only indicated a
sharp deterioration in underlying performance but also
led to the removal of the incumbent CEO, Scott Wilson.
The company reported a deterioration in operating
conditions in late March and into April, which impacted
their confidence of a recovery into the end of the
financial year as well as the bulk of full year earnings. We
had placed ISU under review given recent management
turnover and were expecting to finalise our fundamental
review following the investor day set for later in the
month. The update clearly indicated that the current
operational strategy is not appropriate to deal with the
dynamic changes currently underway in the health, telco
and energy markets. The company currently had no
installed management, an alarming deterioration in its
cash balance which confirmed that ISU no longer fit our
investment criteria. Consequently, we resolved to exit the
position.
Boral Ltd (BLD, -12.23%) – continued to trend lower
during the quarter after a disappointing trading
update in April which provided a headline upgrade
but an underlying downgrade to FY18 earnings. While
disappointing, we view the downgrade as largely
attributable to one-off factors that won’t be present
in FY19 and as such, maintain our positive view. The
headline upgrade was driven by a property sale in New
South Wales and a lower effective tax rate. However,
unfavourable weather in key states and an unscheduled
outage at the company’s main cement manufacturing
plant, which is now resolved, were a drag on the rest
of BLD’s Australian business. Severe winter conditions
impacted the US operations. However, operational issues
in the newly acquired Flyash business will be monitored
closely as it is a key platform for value creation. Following
a review of key drivers and further engagement with
management, we remain positive on the potential of
BLD’s merged US operations and its exposure to the
recovering US housing market and infrastructure boom in
Australia.

Star Entertainment Group (SGR, -6.81%) – hosted its
annual investor day during the quarter. While the update
confirmed the strong medium-term outlook, short term
trading was marginally weaker than expected and future
capex was revised up. SGR customers in the private
gaming rooms have had a strong winning streak which
has impacted returns, a trend we expect to normalise
back to long term levels and pleasingly, VIP visitation is
rebounding strongly following a period of weakness. SGR
is investing heavily over the next few years and a higher
than expected capex forecast is largely attributable to an
increase in scope with a lesser amount related to project
cost inflation. We remain confident that SGR will extract
strong returns from its project pipeline due to the quality
and position of assets as well as our constructive view
on tourism-driven visitation. The company’s strategic
relationship with Chow Tai Fook and Far East Consortium
not only provides capital and expertise but also access
to a deep set of future offshore customers that will drive
spend across SGR’s integrated resorts. Valuation remains
attractive with SGR trading at a discount to domestic and
international peers.
CSL Limited (CSL, +23.90%) – Continued its strong run
in the June quarter primarily driven by an upgrade to
previously announced profit guidance for the FY18 year.
The key drivers of the upgrade were continued strong
immunoglobulin (IG) market growth and strong sales
from CSL’s specialty brands, buoyed by manufacturing
issues at a key competitor. While we are attracted to CSL’s
strong industry position and the latent value evident in
its R&D pipeline, we remain cautious that the market
valuation is capitalising current earnings growth and
implied low risk too far into the future. Trading well above
historical trading ranges, we feel potential competitor
behaviour and inherent risk in the manufacture and
distribution of blood products is not currently reflected
in the share price, raising the potential for capital loss
should lofty expectations not be met.

Portfolio changes
Key additions and material adjustments
Bought

Oil Search (OSH)
Sydney Airports (SYD)
Northern Star Resources (NST)
Tabcorp Holdings (TAH)
OFX Group (OFX)
Rio Tinto (RIO)
We added a position in Oil Search (OSH) during
the quarter as recent plant issues resulting from an
earthquake in PNG saw a short-term decline in the share
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price, offering us an opportunity to build a position
below fundamental value. Supporting the rationale for
addition, we have become incrementally more positive on
the outlook for oil as we see supply as being insufficient
to meet demand with a potential US shale response
limited due to underinvestment in pipeline capacity.
OSH continues to operate effectively and medium-term
optionality remains with incremental gas discovery likely
to underwrite LNG expansion at attractive returns.
We also purchased a holding in Sydney Airports (SYD),
which had de-rated as the market has moved to price
in an increase in bond yields. The price represented an
attractive opportunity to gain exposure to the positive
thematic of middle-class income growth in Asia, the
growth of low cost airlines and Asian carriers and the
repurposing of airport property to higher value functions.
These drivers should lead to medium-term sustainable
growth and subsequently a growing distribution outlook.
We acquired a holding in Northern Star Resources
(NST) following a review of the Australian gold sector.
We expect recent volatility seen in markets to remain a
feature going forward driven by political uncertainty and
the unprecedented removal of stimulus from financial
markets. In this environment, gold has historically been a
strong portfolio diversifier. NST has a strong track record
of operational execution as well as exploration success
driving value from its current portfolio assets. Combining
these attributes with a strong capital position and mining
costs at first and second quartile of global production (i.e.
low-cost mines), we expect the company to outperform
its sector peers.
Tabcorp Holdings (TAH) was purchased during the quarter
as we view the current share price as undervaluing the
medium-term growth outlook. TAH recently completed
its merger with Tatts Group and together the company
is in a stronger position to compete with aggressive
international online gaming operators as well as deliver
multi-year growth, driven by a combination of cost
out and top line growth. Regulatory changes currently
being implemented, including a state-based POC (Point
of Consumption) tax, should lead to a more rational
market as corporate bookmakers become less profitable.
Defensive earnings growth, a strong management team
and a balance sheet with the capacity to support its
strategic agenda combined with an undervalued share
price support our position.
We took on a position in OFX Group (OFX), which is
undergoing a turnaround, during the quarter. OFX’s
core business is online foreign currency transfers,
targeting quality service at far lower cost to the banks
who, despite their high fees, still dominate this segment

of banking. Upon listing, OFX had a fast growing, high
ROE, reasonably recognized and branded business that
had been successful in private hands. Listing brought
the pressures of semi-annual profit targets, which
combined with a series of management and strategic
mis-steps, led to a loss of focus. New CEO Skander
Malcolm has impressive credentials in business across
several international jurisdictions. His focus for the time
is on simplification, executing well on a small number of
tasks and building out the management depth, which
he has been doing well thus far. The balance sheet is in
good shape and risk measures and compliance, key for
this type of business, appear to be well addressed. The
investor day during the quarter and FY18 result both gave
us confidence that the turnaround is gaining traction.
Rio Tinto (RIO) was purchased during the quarter, which
has a track record of delivering peer-leading performance
alongside cost control and balance sheet conservatism.
RIO has a core portfolio of long-life tier one assets and
is highly leveraged to iron ore, which represents more
than 60% of EBIT and 50% of RIO’s NPV. RIO also offers
exposure to aluminium, copper and diamonds, and
energy (ex. oil & gas) and other minerals. In recent years,
RIO has been successful in portfolio optimisation and
has the strongest track record of capital returns amongst
its global mining peer group, with almost half of all cash
generated by the company returned to shareholders.
The likelihood of further capital management is good
based on RIO’s strong operating cash flow and solid
balance sheet, as well as expectations of further asset
sale proceeds. For example, the sale of Grasberg has
been well flagged and a sale price of US$3.5b would be a
positive outcome.
Key disposals and material adjustments
Sold

Santos (STO)
Healthscope Ltd (HSO)
Computershare (CPU)
Coca Cola Amatil (CCL)
AGL Energy (AGL)
Viva Energy REIT (VVR)
There were a number of portfolio disposals during the
quarter as we took profits on a number of positions. This
included Santos (STO) and Healthscope (HSO) following
takeover bids for both companies, and Computershare
(CPU) and Coca Cola Amatil (CCL) after they reached
our respective valuation targets. During the quarter, we
also disposed of our holding of AGL Energy (AGL) given
the heightened political risk around domestic energy
providers. We disposed of our holding in Viva Energy
REIT (VVR) given our increased exposure to Caltex, which
also offers an exposure to a portfolio of service stations.
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Sector allocation
GICS sector
Materials
Consumer Discretionary
Telecommunication Services
Consumer Staples
Energy
Information Technology
Financials
Utilities
Health Care
Real Estate
Industrials
Total

Ralton
25.1%
10.3%
3.4%
8.6%
6.1%
2.2%
31.8%
0.0%
6.2%
4.1%
2.2%
100.0%

Index
18.5%
5.0%
2.2%
8.1%
5.7%
2.5%
32.6%
2.0%
8.4%
7.7%
7.2%
100.0%

+/6.6%
5.3%
1.2%
0.5%
0.4%
-0.4%
-0.8%
-2.0%
-2.2%
-3.6%
-5.1%
0.0%

Top 10 holdings#
Company name
BHP Billiton Limited
Woolworths Limited
Aristocrat Leisure
Westpac Banking Corp
ANZ Banking Group Limited
National Australia Bank
Macquarie Group Ltd
Amcor Limited
Boral Limited
Suncorp Group Ltd

ASX code
BHP
WOW
ALL
WBC
ANZ
NAB
MQG
AMC
BLD
SUN
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CONTACT COPIA
John Clothier
Adam Tweedale
Angela Vincent
Sean Paul McGoldrick
Iain Mason

1800 442 129 | clientservices@copiapartners.com.au | copiapartners.com.au
General Manager, Distribution
State Manager, Southern Region
State Manager, Northern Region
Account Manager, Northern Region
Director, Institutional Business

0408 488 549 | jclothier@copiapartners.com.au
0425 804 727 | atweedale@copiapartners.com.au
0477 347 260 | avincent@copiapartners.com.au
0421 050 370 | spmcgoldrick@copiapartners.com.au
0412 137 424 | imason@copiapartners.com.au

Performance of the Ralton Wholesale Australian Shares Model Portfolio is based on a model portfolio and is gross of investment management and
administration fees, but net of transaction costs. The total return performance figures quoted are historical and do not allow the effects of income tax or
inflation. Total returns assume the reinvestment of all portfolio income. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The performance comparison of $20,000 over 5 years is for illustrative purposes only. Performance is calculated on a gross basis. Actual performance will
vary depending on the amount of fees charged by the relevant platform that a client uses to implement the portfolio. The comparison with the S&P/ASX
300 Accumulation Index is for comparative purposes only. Index returns do not allow for transaction, management, operational or tax costs. An index is not
managed and investors cannot invest directly an in index. There is no guarantee these objectives will be met.
*

Portfolio holdings may not be representative of current or future recommendations for the portfolio. The securities listed may not represent all of the
recommended portfolio’s holdings. Future recommended portfolio holdings may not be profitable.
#

This document is for general information only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of
any specific reader. As such, before acting on any information contained in this document, readers should consider whether the information is suitable for
their needs. This may involve seeking advice from a qualified financial adviser. Ralton Asset Management (AFSL 298210, ABN 45 114 924 382) (Ralton) is the
provider of the Ralton Wholesale Australian Shares Model Portfolio. To subscribe, contact Copia Investment Partners Ltd (AFSL 229316, ABN 22 092 872 056)
(Copia) by calling 1800 442 129 or email clientservices@copiapartners.com.au. Any opinions or recommendations contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Ralton and Copia are under no obligation to update or keep information contained in this document current.
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